
Ephesians 5:1–14  - “The Work: Sexual Purity”  - Follow-up Guide 

It is recommended to review the message on our website:  https://dvbc.com/messages 

Fulfilling the work of ministry God has called each one of us to (Eph 2:10, 4:11-12) doesn’t start with 

how gifted you or I may be, it starts with and grows out of learning to live a new way of life. (See the 

previous two discussions on Christ’s strategy and taking off / putting on the new way of life Eph 4).   We 

need to realize that this involves every area of our lives including our sexuality, which Paul explains at the 

beginning of chapter 5.    

This teaching is directed specifically to the church family as part of learning to take off the old life that 

once defined us and put on the new life we've been given in Jesus Christ which is part of fulfilling the 

ministry God has called us to join him in.   This is about our walk, our sexuality, our new nature, and our 

new purpose as believers in Christ that the culture around us desperately needs to see lived out by God’s 

people as a beautiful expression of the fullness of Christ - who is the light of the world as the Apostle 

John calls him.  

SEXUAL PURITY IS ABOUT LOVING AS JESUS LOVED (Eh 5:1-2).  it is about giving up of yourself for the 

sake of others and affirming their value and humanity as people created in the image of God.  In 

marriage between a man and a woman, it involves setting aside your own desires in order to remain 

faithful to your spouse as an expression of Christ’s faithful love for his church.  Outside of marriage, it 

involves setting aside your own desires as an expression of how Christ out of love for us willingly set 

aside his own desires (including abstaining from sex) in order to fulfill God’s purposes and save us. 

There will always be people who will promote an easier way and teach a different sexual ethic to 

Christians. Paul warns that we should avoid such people as they simply cannot be truly following Jesus 

given that sexual immorality is the opposite of loving as Jesus loved (Eph 5:5-7). 

SEXUAL IMMORALITY IS THE OPPOSITE OF LOVING LIKE JESUS LOVED (Eph 5:3-7).  Sexual immorality is 

about self-satisfaction and self-expression as the ultimate good which results in objectifying people 

turning ourselves and others into objects for sexual pleasure devaluing and distorting our humanity as 

people created in the image of God.  Continuing in sexual immorality breeds a culture of slavery and 

sexual exploitation.   

The root of all sexual immorality is idolatry.  Idolatry is to worship something created instead of the 

creator.  To make a created thing ‘ultimate’ always distorts creation (Eph 5:5).  An appetite unsatisfied by 

a false god leaves you lusting after that god for more and more.  If we look for sexual expression and 

pleasure as the way to an abundant life instead of looking to Jesus who gives us life eternal, we end up 

being driven by a lust for more that leads to degrading our bodies and turning people into objects to be 

consumed instead of loving and honoring others like Jesus loves. 

If sexual purity is about loving as Jesus loved then putting on sexual purity isn't just about whom you 

touch and whom you don't touch… it involves your speech and your thoughts too (Eph 5:4).  All of us in 

some way or another have sinned sexually or been sinned against sexually.   

Walking in sexual purity is very challenging.  Paul gives us two key insights for putting on sexual purity.  

Thankfulness for all we are and all we already have in Christ fosters motivation to live pure lives out of 

love for Jesus (Eph 5:4).    Exposure to the Light:  Sexual sin and impurity thrive in secret and the shame 



associated with sexual immorality encourages us to hide.  But confession to God and sharing our struggle 

with other mature believers is key for fighting sexual sin (Eph 5:11).  

It doesn’t matter if you experience same-sex attraction, if you’re gender conflicted, or if you’re a hot-

blooded heterosexual.  It doesn’t matter how you’ve sinned in the past or been sinned against because 

the real question is, WILL YOU WORSHIP JESUS OVER YOUR SEXUAL DESIRES AND APPETITES?     

Putting on sexual purity is about our new nature and our new purpose as believers in Christ… and it is 

something the culture around us desperately needs to see lived out by God’s people as a beautiful 

expression of the fullness of Christ.   They don’t need some false image of perfection, but they need to 

see us making progress in living lives of purity.  They need to see the blessings that come with putting on 

the new life Jesus gives: less shame and isolation, more self-control, a positive and life-giving view of 

sexual intimacy, and a community that values and honours people as created in the image of God.   

Some questions to help with follow-up: 

• What makes this command to live with “not even a hint” of sexual immorality challenging today?  

  

• In what ways can we work with the Spirit to better support and encourage one another to make 

progress in living pure lives?  Why is it so difficult for Christians to talk about sex and sexuality in 

a positive and wholesome way?   

 

• How does learning to live sexually pure lives connect with using our gifts to fulfill our ministry?   

What happens if we neglect or ignore this work? 

 

• Why is it important to remember that our fundamental identity and value lie in being created in 

the image of God and belonging to Jesus Christ rather than in our gender or sexuality?  How 

might this help you to speak to others about why biblical sexual ethics are good news, not 

oppressive news? 

 


